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CRANGAN BAY FIRE OUT  
 

The Crangan Bay Coal Fire, on eastern Lake Macquarie, has been declared ‘out’, 
after 15 weeks of excavation to dig out and extinguish smouldering coal chitter. 
 
Environment Minister Rob Stokes said the fire was a result of the Ruttleys Road 
bushfire which burned through to Catherine Hill Bay and Nords Wharf in October last 
year and ignited the coal chitter at the site of the old Wallarah Colliery. 
 
“I want to sincerely thank everyone who has been involved in extinguishing this fire. 
The incredible hard work and diligence the crews put in over the many, many weeks to 
ensure this fire was put out safely and completely has not gone unnoticed,” Rob 
Stokes said.  
 
“We appreciate the patience of neighbours in the surrounding suburbs of Gwandalan, 
Summerland Point and Nords Wharf, who were inconvenienced by the smell of 
burning coal.”  
 
“It has been several weeks since the fire was fairly active and I hope the residents in 
these areas have noticed an improvement.” 
 
National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) regional manager Geoff Luscombe said 
the fire was first discovered in late November 2013.  
 
As a result of the Ruttleys Road bushfire,  the chitter or buried coal waste at the old 
Wallarah Colliery site caught fire and slowly burned to the surface, releasing smoke 
and steam,” Mr Luscombe said.  
 
“Given the underground nature of the fire it was difficult for staff to tell how large an 
area it covered or how deep it went underground.   
 
“The first week’s work revealed the chitter was smouldering over an extensive area 
and burning up to five metres deep. 
 
“As a temporary measure the NPWS put a control line and security fence around the 
site until experts could be consulted on the best way to deal with underground fire.” 
 
“In March earth moving contractors were brought in to start digging out the hot and 
burning coal to spread it out to cool. 
 
. 
 
 
 



National Parks and Wildlife Service staff will now work with the Division of Resources 
and Energy on the rehabilitation of the excavation and to ensure future wildfires do not 
reignite coal on the site. 
 
Images of work to extinguish coal chitter can be found here: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/48646673@N07/sets/72157642884685834/  
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